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ence, has the overall effect that multiple CRs tend to
be relatively evenly spaced. Nonrandom CR distribution
is particularly intriguing because CRs do not occur at
fixed positions in every meiotic nucleus. Thus, a highly
specified pattern is arising without unique positional
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terning of events along chromosomes (Kleckner et al.,
2004).
The final distribution of meiotic CRs arises from aSummary
much larger number of precursor interactions by the
regulated bifurcation of the recombination pathway (Fig-Yeast mutants lacking meiotic proteins Zip1, Zip2,
ure 1C). At the DNA level, a large number of recombina-Zip3, Mer3, and/or Msh5 (ZMMs) were analyzed for
tional interactions are initiated via programmed double-recombination, synaptonemal complex (SC), and mei-
strand breaks (DSBs; Keeney, 2001; Lichten, 2001).otic progression. At 33C, recombination-initiating
Then, at some key decision point, a subset of interac-double-strand breaks (DSBs) and noncrossover prod-
tions is designated to mature specifically as interhomo-ucts (NCRs) form normally while formation of single-
log CRs, with the appropriate distribution. The remainingend invasion strand exchange intermediates (SEIs),
DSBs are also processed via interaction with the homo-double Holliday junctions, crossover products (CRs),
log but these interactions are resolved without accom-and SC are coordinately defective. Thus, during wild-
panying exchange of chromosome arms, primarily astype meiosis, recombinational interactions are differ-
noncrossovers (NCRs; Figure 1C).entiated into CR and NCR types very early, prior to
Neither the timing nor the mechanism of this crossoveronset of stable strand exchange and independent of
control process has been defined. Darlington proposedSC. By implication, crossover interference does not
that crossovers arose around the time that chiasmatarequire SC formation. We suggest that SC formation
appear, i.e., at diplotene, via a torsional process relatedmay require interference. Subsequently, CR-desig-
to metaphase chromosome coiling (Darlington, 1937);nated DSBs undergo a tightly coupled, ZMM-pro-
however, cytological studies later identified CR-corre-moted transition that yields SEI-containing recombi-
lated recombination nodules that appeared along thenation complexes embedded in patches of SC. zmm
chromosomes at pachytene, implying an earlier desig-mutant phenotypes differ strikingly at 33C and 23C,
nation point (von Wettstein et al., 1984; Carpenter, 1987).implicating higher temperature as a positive effector
Elucidation of the structure of DNA provoked the classi-of recombination and identifying a checkpoint that
cal Holliday model for recombination, which implied thatmonitors local CR-specific events, not SC formation,
CR/NCR differentiation occurred at the end of the pro-at late leptotene.
cess, with alternate resolution of Holliday junctions di-
rectly yielding CR and NCR products (Holliday, 1964).Introduction
This feature was retained in later models.
Specific information regarding the timing of crossover
Segregation of homologous chromosomes (homologs)
control has been provided by physical studies of yeast
at the first division of meiosis (MI) requires that they be
recombination. This approach has defined a multistep
physically connected. In most organisms, these connec- progression of DNA events that occupies essentially all
tions occur at discrete points called chiasmata, where of meiotic prophase. DSB formation is followed by the
homologs have reciprocally exchanged chromosome sequential appearance of two prominent strand ex-
arms to form a crossover (CR; Figures 1A and 1B). Cross- change intermediates, single-end invasions (SEIs) and
overs comprise exchange both between the DNA/chro- double Holliday junctions (dHJs), which represent, re-
matin and between the underlying structural axes of the spectively, the outcome of strand exchange first at one
two involved chromatids (Figure 1 of Blat et al., 2002). DSB end and then at the other (for discussion see Hunter
A particularly interesting feature of CRs is that their and Kleckner, 2001; Schwacha and Kleckner, 1995).
distribution is highly regulated. This distribution is char- DSBs, SEIs, and dHJs are all long-lived species, thus
acterized by two basic features (e.g., Figure 1B; Jones, implying the existence of four successive discrete tran-
1984). First, every pair of homologs acquires at least sitions: DSB formation, onset of SEI formation, onset of
one CR, despite the fact that the average number of CRs dHJ formation, and onset of dHJ resolution into prod-
per chromosome is usually just one or a few. Second, the ucts (Figure 1E). Each transition occurs in temporal coor-
presence of a CR at one position is accompanied by a dination with the basic cytological stages of meiotic
decreased probability that another will occur nearby. prophase (Hunter and Kleckner, 2001). These stages are
This latter property, known as CR or chiasma interfer- conveniently defined by the status of the synaptonemal
complex (SC), a highly conserved structure that con-
nects the axes of homologs, along their entire lengths,*Correspondence: kleckner@fas.harvard.edu
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dHJs at the end of pachytene (revewed by Zickler and
Kleckner, 1999). This finding led to the suggestion that
crossover control might be imposed at the DSB stage
(Storlazzi et al., 1996). Subsequent studies have shown
that the long-lived dHJs seen during wild-type meiosis
are precursors specifically of CRs (Allers and Lichten,
2001) and that crossover control occurs concomitant
with or prior to formation of SEIs (Hunter and Kleckner,
2001). The latter study further suggested that crossover
control might be imposed at a point where DSBs are
already engaged in nascent, undetected interactions
with their homolog, but have not yet undergone stable
strand exchange to give detectable SEIs.
Another unsolved problem with respect to crossover
control in particular, and with respect to meiotic recom-
bination in general, is the role of the SC. At the pachytene
stage, sites of (future) CRs are marked by SC-associated
“nodules” or “bars,” seen in ultrastructural studies of
several organisms (Figure 1F; reviewed by Zickler and
Kleckner, 1999) and by correlated immunostaining foci
of relevant proteins (Moens et al., 2002). Early models
proposed that the SC might either play a “supporting
structural role” and/or that SC polymerization might me-
diate crossover interference (Egel, 1978), a possibilityFigure 1. Features of Meiosis
also favored in more recent considerations (Sym and
(A) Reciprocal exchange between one sister chromatid of each ho-
Roeder, 1994). On the other hand, it has also been pro-molog (Mom and Dad), plus connections between sister chromatids
posed that crossover control occurs prior to and inde-along their arms, creates a chiasma.
(B) Diplotene nucleus of grasshopper Chorthippus bruneus showing pendent of SC formation (Storlazzi et al., 1996).
homologs linked by chiasmata (Jones, 1984). The relationship between recombination and the SC
(C) Meiotic recombination is initiated via programmed DSBs and yields also has a second face: what is the role of recombination
both CRs and NCRs due to regulated bifurcation, e.g., after DSBs. for SC formation? In fungi, mammals, and plants, muta-
(D) 3D reconstruction of Sordaria macrospora pachytene nucleus
tions that affect proteins involved directly in recombina-showing paths of 7 SCs corresponding to 7 homolog pairs (Zickler,
tion also abrogate SC formation, pointing to dependence1977).
of SC formation upon recombination (for discussion see(E) Four discrete DNA transitions of meiotic recombination, defined
by physical studies in yeast (see also Figure 2A), occur at specific Zickler and Kleckner, 1999; for yeast, see Alani et al.,
times in relation to global chromosome stages defined by SC status 1990). Also, in several such organisms, SC formation
(Hunter and Kleckner, 2001). At leptotene, SC is absent; at zygotene, is nucleated specifically or preferentially at sites that
SC is forming; at pachytene, SC is full length (e.g., Panel D). ultimately become CRs or chiasmata, suggesting a local(F) At pachytene, SC links axes of homologs at100 nm. Chromatin
dependency or interdependency between crossoverloops of homologs emanate outward from edges of the structure,
site designation and SC nucleation (Maguire, 1966; re-which are formed by the two homolog structural axes. Sites of CRs
view in Zickler and Kleckner, 1998). However, in certainare marked by cytologically prominent SC-associated structures,
“late recombination nodules,” seen by electron microscopy, and invertebrates (e.g., Drosophila, C. elegans, and female
correlated immunostaining foci. Bombyx), SC can form in the absence of recombination;
the basis for this unique behavior also remains to be
determined (discussion in Hunter, 2003; below).
at a distance of 100 nm via a close-packed array of A further important feature of meiotic prophase is
transverse filaments (e.g., Figure 1D). DSBs occur prior checkpoint surveillance. In yeast, mutations that abro-
to appearance of any SC (leptotene); onset of SEI forma- gate recombination at post-DSB stages also confer ar-
tion is concomitant with onset of SC formation (late rest or delay in progression out of prophase, presumably
leptotene/early zygotene) and SEI formation is com- due to the operation of regulatory surveillance mecha-
pleted during the period of SC formation (zygotene); nisms (Bishop et al., 1992; Lydall et al., 1996; reviewed
onset of dHJ formation occurs during the period when in Roeder and Bailis, 2000). It has been unclear whether
SC is present (pachytene); and resolution of dHJs occurs these mechanisms are monitoring local events of recom-
at the end of pachytene (Figure 1E). CR and NCR prod- bination and/or SC formation, primarily because all rele-
ucts both appear at about this same time (Storlazzi et vant mutations affect both processes. It is also contro-
al., 1995; for discussion see Hunter and Kleckner, 2001; versial whether these mechanisms are monitoring
M. Lichten, personal communication; below). defects at late leptotene/zygotene and/or pachytene.
All available evidence suggests that crossover control The current study further addresses all of the above
is imposed during or prior to formation of SEIs and SCs, issues. We have analyzed the effects of mutations in
i.e., during or prior to zygotene. Cytological features that five meiosis-specific genes in yeast. Two of the corre-
are specifically correlated with CRs versus NCRs, e.g., sponding proteins are presumed to be involved directly
SC-associated, CR-correlated “recombination nodules” in the DNA biochemistry of meiotic recombination: Mer3,
(Figure 1F), appear as early as zygotene, well before the a DNA helicase and Msh5, a MutS homolog that acts
with Msh4 and is not involved in mismatch repair. A thirdappearance of dHJs at mid-pachytene or resolution of
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is the structural protein Zip1, which ultimately comprises “Dad” chromosomes are marked with restriction site
polymorphisms such that, following suitable restrictionthe central region of the SC (Nakagawa and Ogawa,
1999; Hollingsworth et al., 1995; Novak et al., 2001; Sym digestion, DNA species of interest are resolved by 1D
and 2D gel electrophoresis and detected by Southernet al., 1993). The remaining two proteins are Zip2 and
Zip3, whose molecular functions are unknown (Chua blotting with a locus-specific probe (Figures 2A–2C). At
both 33C and 23C: (1) DSBs, SEIs, and dHJs appearand Roeder, 1998; Agarwal and Roeder, 2000). Previous
studies have shown that, in each case, absence of the and disappear in ordered succession (Figure 2D). (2)
DSBs occur on 20% of chromatids, as determined inprotein confers defects in recombination, SC formation,
and meiotic progression. These and other studies sug- a strain where they do not turn over (rad50S; Figure 2E;
Alani et al., 1990). (3) Interhomolog CRs form at similargested more specifically that total levels of recombina-
tion initiation and interhomolog bias were robust, lead- levels (18%–22%) and represent about half of all DSBs
(e.g., Figure 2D). (4) Most or all remaining DSBs areing to high levels of “heteroallelic recombination” while
CR levels were reduced and, at least in some cases, resolved as NCRs, which occur at similar levels, as seen
with a variant HIS4LEU2 construct carrying markers justNCR levels were increased (Engebrecht et al., 1990;
Storlazzi et al., 1995). Despite these similarities, how- at the DSB site (Storlazzi et al., 1995; Figures 2B and
3C). With respect to timing, DSBs, SEIs, dHJs, and CRsever, mutant phenotypes differ substantially, and more-
over, the phenotype of a single mutation differs de- all occur at earlier times at 33C than at 23C (Figure 2F).
Most of the difference arises at the first two transitions:pending on the strain background and/or experimental
conditions used. These complications have confounded DSBs occur about an hour earlier and last about two-
thirds as long at 33C as at 23C, implying both earlierattempts to clearly define the roles of these ZMM pro-
teins. We have therefore examined recombination, SC onset of DSBs and more rapid exit from the DSB stage
at the higher temperature (Figure 2F).formation, and meiotic progression in a single isogenic
set of wild-type and mutant strains. A key component
of our analysis was examination of these processes, in Recombination in zmm Mutants
parallel, at 33C and 23C instead of 30C, the standard at High Temperature
temperature for yeast studies. At 33C, all five zmm single mutants and four representa-
All mutants and mutant combinations exhibit a shared tive double mutants exhibit the same basic recombina-
common phenotype, implying that these “ZMM” pro- tion phenotype.
teins work coordinately. Details of mutant phenotypes A Post-DSB CR-Specific Defect
and differences between mutant phenotypes at 23C In all five single mutants, DSB formation at the assayed
and 33C provide new information about all of the as- locus is indistinguishable from wild-type with respect
sayed processes and their relationships and implicate to both timing and final levels, as seen in a rad50S
temperature as an important variable for meiotic chro- background (Figure 3A). The same is true for zip2 in
mosomal processes. When integrated with additional another background where DSB turnover is blocked
cytological information, these results suggest a coher- (dmc1 ; Bishop et al., 1992; data not shown).
ent model for events of the leptotene/zygotene transi- In all single and double zmm mutants, CRs occur at
tion, including roles for ZMM proteins and the basis for 15% of the wild-type level (Figures 3B left, 3C, 4B,
checkpoint monitoring. They also suggest that the SC and 4C). NCRs were also analyzed, in parallel with CRs
plays its critical role(s) during pachytene; one possibility (Figure 2B). In all four examined mutants (zip1, zip2,
is discussed. We further suggest that temperature might mer3, and zip2 zip3), CRs again form at 15% the
influence chromosomal events directly, by affecting the wild-type level while NCRs form with the same levels and
state of the DNA, and thus the DNA/chromatin fiber. timing as in wild-type (Figure 3C). Thus, CR formation is
specifically defective.
Results Thus, in zmm mutants at high temperature: DSBs form
normally; most of the DSBs that would normally have
Experimental System been processed into CRs have suffered some aberrant
Cultures of wild-type and zmm deletion mutant diploids fate; and NCRs appear to form normally, along with a
were taken through synchronous meiosis and examined small number of residual CRs.
at appropriate time points for: (1) DNA events of recom- A CR-Specific Defect at the DSB to SEI Transition
bination as detected by physical assays; (2) SC forma- To pinpoint when the identified CR-specific defect
tion by immunostaining of spread chromosomes with arises in zmm mutants, we examined intermediate steps
anti-Zip1 antibodies; and (3) occurrence of meiotic divi- of recombination, i.e., DSB turnover (“exit” from the DSB
sions and spore formation by standard microscopic stage) and appearance and disappearance of SEIs
methods. Events were examined in parallel at 33C and and dHJs.
23C. Wild-type meiosis is efficient and yields 95% In wild-type meiosis, DSBs peak at t  3 hr and are
viable spores at both temperatures (below; data not essentially gone by t  8 hr (Figure 4B, left). All zmm
shown). single and double mutants exhibit altered DSB patterns.
Furthermore, areas under all mutant DSB curves are
increased (Figure 4, legend). Assuming that DSBs formRecombination in Wild-Type Diploids at High
and Low Temperature at wild-type levels in these strains (above), this feature
implies an increased DSB “lifespan,” which in turn im-Recombination was analyzed at the HIS4LEU2 locus,
where initiating DSBs occur at high levels at a single plies that some or all DSBs are defective in progressing
out of this stage. This DSB exit defect is manifesteddiscrete site (Hunter and Kleckner, 2001). “Mom” and
Cell
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Figure 2. Wild-type Meiotic Recombination at High and Low Temperature
(A) HIS4LEU2 locus (standard construct): open reading frames, relevant XhoI restriction sites (X), the location of the DSB site, and the probe
used for Southern analysis are shown along the physical map (top; Hunter and Kleckner, 2001). Parental homologs, “Dad” and “Mom,” are
distinguished via restriction site polymorphisms (circled X’s). Left panel: Southern blot analysis of 1D gels for representative meiotic timecourses
at 33C or 23C. Right panel: sizes and identities of species detected in 1D or 2D gel analysis. IS-dHJs and IH-dHJs are dHJs between sisters
and homologs, respectively. (*) “SEI3” and “SEI4” of Hunter and Kleckner (2001). ‡ meiosis-specific, crosshybridizing band (see Hunter and
Kleckner, 2001).
(B) HIS4LEU2-CR/NCR tester construct. “Mom” and “Dad” homologs (black and gray lines) differ by BamHI (B) versus MluI (M) restriction
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somewhat differently in different mutants. In zip2, species in 1D or 2D gels (data not shown). The corre-
sponding DNA molecules may be degraded, present inzip3, and mer3, most DSBs come and go relatively
normally, but a significant fraction, about 5%–20% of undetected intermediates, and/or processed into unde-
tected atypical products, e.g., by undetected interactiontotal, are still present even after t  24 hr. In msh5,
DSB levels rise to much higher than wild-type levels, with a sister chromatid. This feature suggests that CR-
designated DSBs are specifically blocked from proceed-suggesting that many or all DSBs are substantially de-
layed in progressing to later stages, and once again a ing toward any regular interhomolog fate and are then
processed in various aberrant ways. In most cases, SEIssignificant fraction remain present at t  24 hr. DSB
levels in zip1 are moderately elevated at late times, and dHJs are virtually absent. In zip1, SEIs and dHJs
do reach significant steady state levels. However, theseimplying a modest defect in progression, but all DSBs
do eventually disappear. DSB patterns of each double SEIs/dHJs are still not contributing any additional CRs,
which occur at the same low level in zip1 as in othermutant are hybrids of the two component single mutant
patterns (Figure 4C). mutants. There may be only a very few SEI and dHJ
molecules in zip1, as in other cases, but these fewSEI formation is altered dramatically in all zmm mu-
tants (Figures 4B and 4C). In zip3, mer3, msh5, and may persist for a very long period of time, and thus
accumulate to significant steady state levels while notall four analyzed double mutants (zip2zip1, zip3-
zip1, zip2zip3, and msh5zip1), maximum steady contributing significantly to CRs. Alternatively, a higher
number of SEIs/dHJs may occur, but then be resolvedstate levels of SEIs are at or below the level of detection,
15% of wild-type. In zip2, SEIs reach30% the wild- into undetected interhomolog products, e.g., unassayed
types of NCRs. Regardless of which explanation is cor-type maximal level. In zip1, SEIs eventually reach wild-
type maximum steady state levels, but form with a se- rect, in zip1, as in all other zmm mutants, the primary
defect is progression of CR-designated DSBs beyondvere delay, also seen for residual SEIs in other mutants.
All zmm mutants also exhibit aberrant dHJ patterns, the DSB stage to SEIs, thus resulting in quantitatively
and/or qualitatively altered SEI/dHJ formation.with the dHJ curve for each mutant directly mirroring
the corresponding SEI curve (Figure 4B), and with ap-
pearance of dHJs delayed relative to the time of appear- Recombination in zmm Mutants
at Low Temperatureance of SEIs by 2 hr.
These results imply that all zmm mutants are specifi- At 23C, all zmm mutants again exhibit the same basic
recombination phenotype, which is, however, qualita-cally defective in converting DSBs to SEIs, as seen in
(1) longer DSB lifespan, (2) residual DSBs present at tively different from that observed at 33C.
Interhomolog Products Form at High Levels butlate times, (3) delayed appearance of SEIs, and/or (4)
severely decreased SEI levels. dHJ patterns then mirror with Decreased CRs and Increased NCRs
All five zmm single mutants exhibit normal levels of DSBsSEI patterns. Since NCR formation is apparently normal
under these conditions (above), this DSB-to-SEI defect in a rad50S background (Figure 3A). There is also a
tendency for DSBs to appear at higher than wild-typeappears to pertain specifically to the formation of CRs.
This suggests that DSBs have been differentiated into levels at earlier than normal times (Figure 3A; G.V.B.,
unpublished data).two types: those destined to yield CRs and those des-
tined to yield NCRs, and there appears to be a specific In all five single mutants and all analyzed double mu-
tants, (zip1, zip2, zip3, mer3, msh5, zip2zip1,defect in progression of the CR-designated DSBs to
SEIs. msh5zip1, zip3zip1), CRs form at 40%–50% of
the wild-type level and appear with a delay of 5 hrCR-Designated DSBs Disappear
A striking further feature of the above patterns is that (Figures 3B, right, and 5). NCRs initially appear at rela-
tively normal levels at normal times; however, ratherthe subset of DSBs that would normally have yielded the
missing CRs have largely disappeared from the assay than reaching a plateau at 10 hr as in wild-type, they
continue to appear, ultimately reaching several timessystem. By t  24 hr, 10%–40% can be accounted for
as persisting DSBs (Figure 4); however, the majority are the wild-type level (Figure 3C, ii). Thus, both CRs and
NCRs occur at substantially higher levels at low temper-not present as “stuck” DSBs, SEIs, or dHJs (Figures 4B
and 4C), additional NCRs (Figure 3), or discrete aberrant ature than at high temperature (above) but with a subset
polymorphism at a central position (see [A]). Southern blot analysis after restriction digest with XhoI plus MluI detects six product bands.
Among these, CR1 and NCR1 derive almost exclusively from, and thus are taken to represent, CRs and NCRs, respectively (Storlazzi et al., 1995).
(C) Southern analysis of 2D gels showing representative time points from the timecourses shown in (A). Panels on the right show enlarged
details of time points shown at left.
(D) Quantitative analysis of the two wild-type timecourses at 33C and 23C shown in (A) and (C). DNA species (in i–iv) are given as percent
of total hybridizing signal in the corresponding lane, as a function of time after transfer to sporulation medium at t  0. %MIII, percentage
of cells that have completed one or both nuclear divisions as determined by DAPI staining (Experimental Procedures). Time axes interrupted
at 13 hr (“//”).
(E) DSB formation in a rad50S background at 33C and 23C.
(F) Timing of DNA events from timecourses shown in (A), (C), and (D). Start and end points of each bar designate the time when 50% of the
initiated recombination events have entered or exited the corresponding stage, calculated by cumulative analysis of primary data (Hunter and
Kleckner, 2001). Calculations assume that: (1) maximal rad50S DSB levels represent the total number of initiated events and (2) SEIs and
dHJs are CR-specific intermediates (below). Average lifespans determined in four timecourses at 33C and 23C, respectively, are 60  7 min
(1 SD), and 95  14 min (1 SD) (O. Nanassy and N.K., unpublished data).
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to wild-type, and turn over efficiently. No significant frac-
tion of DSBs remain “stuck” at very late times in any
mutant, beyond a low level also seen in wild-type (Fig-
ures 5A and 5B), but areas under DSB curves are larger
than for wild-type, particularly in the double mutants
(zip2zip1, msh5zip1, zip3zip1; Figure 5D),
where the increase is 60%–80%, and in all single mu-
tants except mer3. Thus, in most cases, some or all
DSBs are modestly but significantly delayed in exiting
that stage. In several single mutants, an exaggerated
shoulder of DSBs is present at later times (Figure 5B),
suggesting delayed turnover of only a subset of DSBs,
perhaps in correlation with delayed appearance of a
subset of products (Discussion).
SEIs appear at substantial steady state levels in all
zmm mutants and then disappear. However, all mutants
exhibit aberrant SEI patterns, of two alternative types.
In a mer3 single mutant and two double mutants that
do not contain the mer3 mutation, msh5zip1 and
zip2zip1, SEIs form with roughly wild-type timing but
at about half the wild-type steady state level (Figures
5B and 5C). In zip1, zip2, zip3, and msh5 single
mutants, SEIs are present at maximal steady state levels
similar to wild-type but are present at such levels at
much later than normal times (Figures 5B and 5C). dHJ
patterns are also defective in all zmm mutants, with the
dHJ curve of each mutant mirroring its corresponding
SEI curve (Figures 5B and 5C).
Synthesis
zmm mutants exhibit an aberrant DSB to SEI progres-
sion and an aberrant array of CRs and NCRs at both
33C and 23C, but with significant differences between
the two cases. At 33C, differentiation of DSBs into CR
and NCR types is robust but there is a specific block in
the progression of CR-designated DSBs toward their
assigned fate, with the affected DSBs either remaining
as such or progressing to unknown intermediates or
products (above). In contrast, at 23C, progression be-
yond the DSB stage is delayed, but all DSBs do eventu-
ally disappear. Furthermore, most or all DSBs subse-
quently appear in regular interhomolog products, with
effects on both CRs (which are decreased) and NCRs
(which are increased), but with hints of two subpopula-
tions of both DSBs and products.
Figure 3. DSBs, CRs and NCRs in zmm Mutants at High and Low
Temperature Onset of SC Formation Is Defective in zmm
Wild-type and zmm mutant strains were examined at 33C and 23C Mutants at Both High and Low Temperature
for recombination as described in Figure 2. Zip1 installation onto meiotic chromosomes was exam-
(A) DSB formation assayed with the HIS4LEU2 standard construct ined in wild-type and non-zip1 zmm mutants in parallel,
in a rad50S strain background.
at 23C and at 33C. At appropriate time points, chromo-(B) CR formation assayed with the standard HIS4LEU2 construct.
somes were spread and stained with anti-Zip1 anti-(C) CRs (i) and NCRs (ii) assayed with the CR/NCR tester construct.
Maximal levels of CR1 and NCR1 are 0.9% and 0.9% (at 33C) and bodies. All observed staining is Zip1 specific (data not
1.6% and 1.1% (23C). shown).
Wild-Type Meiosis
Wild-type nuclei with significant Zip1 staining fall intoof products appearing much later than normal. This dif-
ference suggests that, at low temperature, in contrast three major classes (Figure 6A). Class I nuclei (green)
exhibit only foci of Zip1 staining, 3 to 20 per nucleus,to high temperature, most or all DSBs are progressing
to regular interhomolog products, but with some delay(s) over the chromatin. Class II nuclei (medium blue) exhibit
substantial Zip1 staining present in continuous lines orand with aberrant partitioning between the two types
such that CRs are reduced and NCRs are increased. rows of foci on a subset of chromosomes. Class III nuclei
(red) exhibit what appears to be a full genome comple-A Defect at the DSB to SEI Transition
In RAD50 timecourses, DSBs in zmm mutants appear ment of staining, either as smooth continuous lines or
as rows of bright patches connected by regions of lesserat normal times, peak at steady state DSB levels similar
Crossover Control, Synaptonemal Complex, Checkpoints
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Figure 4. Recombination Intermediates in zmm Mutants at High Temperature (33C)
(A) One-dimensional gels showing representative timecourses of wild-type, zip1, zip3, and msh5. The same timecourses are quantitated
in (B).
(B and C) Quantitative analysis of DNA events in wild-type and indicated zmm single mutants (B) and double mutants (C) in representative
timecourses. Top row: 2D gels for time points exhibiting maximal SEI/dHJ levels. Below: levels of indicated DNA species as percent of total
hybridizing signal over time after transfer to sporulation medium. For comparison, gray lines in the zip1 panels show corresponding wild-
type data. Dashed vertical line marks the 8 hr time point. Average minimum lifespans of DSBs are 0.9 hr (wild-type), 2.7 hr (zip3), 1.5 hr
(mer3), 4.7 hr (msh5), 2.1 hr (zip2), 1.1 hr (zip1), 1.7 hr (zip2zip1), 2.7 hr (zip3zip1), 4.3 hr (msh5zip1), and 3.0 hr (zip2zip3);
persistence beyond final time point not considered.
staining. Class I, class II, and class III nuclei appear pachytene (Figure 6B), perhaps as intermediates in SC
disassembly under this condition.in succession during prophase at both 23C and 33C
(Figure 6B, top). Class I nuclei represent preleptotene/ zmm Mutants
All four non-zip1 zmm single mutants are distinctly de-leptotene: they occur very early and are also seen in
mutants lacking DSBs (Henderson and Keeney, 2004). fective for SC formation at both 33C and 23C (Figures
6A, 6C, and 6D). (1) Pre-leptotene/leptotene nuclei (classClass II and class III nuclei correspond to zygotene (par-
tial SC) and pachytene (full SC), respectively. At 33C I) appear and disappear similarly as in wild-type. How-
ever, there is a tendency for class I nuclei to appear at(but not 23C), class II nuclei are also present after
Cell
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Figure 5. Recombination Intermediates and Products in zmm Mutants at Low Temperature (23C)
(A) One-dimensional gels showing representative timecourses of wild-type, zip2, zip3, mer3, and zip1. Quantitative analysis of the same
timecourses is shown in (B).
(B and C) Quantitative analysis of DNA events in zmm single and double mutants, analogous to Figures 3B and 3C. Dashed line  interruption
of the timeline. Average minimum DSB lifespans are 1.9 hr (wild-type), 2.7 hr (zip3), 1.5 hr (mer3), 2.4 hr (msh5), 2.2 hr (zip2), 2.1 hr
(zip1) (B); 1.8 hr (wild-type), 3.2 hr (msh5zip1), 2.9 hr (zip2zip1), 2.8 hr (zip3zip1). Slower kinetics in (A) and (B) relative to (C) and
Figure 2 reflect early use of a suboptimal pre-sporulation regimen; all mutants show the same patterns with the optimal standard protocol
(data not shown).
(D) DSB lifespans calculated for the timecourses from Figure 5C (as in Figure 2F).
higher than normal levels at later than normal times, nuclei are either absent or are rare and appear only at
very late times (Figure 6D, red). These patterns suggestparticularly at 23C (Figure 6D, green), implying delayed
onset of SC formation. (2) Some normal-looking zy- that SC formation is defective from its earliest stages
onward, but with partial or aberrant Zip1/SC installationgotene nuclei then appear (class II; Figure 6D, medium
blue). Concomitantly, however, nuclei accumulate in ab- still occurring in many nuclei. Normal SC also fails to
occur with normal timing in zip2, zip3, and msh4errant morphological classes I and II (Figure 6A, wavy;
dark gray; light blue; light gray; dark red; Figure 6D, as assayed at 30C in diverse strain backgrounds and
sporulation conditions (Chua and Roeder, 1998; Novaklower three lines). Morphologically normal pachytene
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et al., 2001; Agarwal and Roeder, 2000). (3) Many mutant delay, progression mode is also selected as a binary
choice between two discrete alternatives. Thus, for ex-nuclei contain a brightly staining aggregate of Zip1 pro-
ample, per-cell choices of recombination mode, oc-tein, a polycomplex (PC) (e.g., Figure 6A). PCs are rare in
curring differently at different loci throughout the ge-wild-type yeast meiosis (e.g., Figure 6C) but accumulate
nome, might be integrated by surveillance components,characteristically when SC morphogenesis is aberrant
which would then trigger either one response or the(reviewed by Zickler and Kleckner, 1999). Nuclei con-
other. Studies at intermediate temperature further revealtaining PCs begin to appear in zmm nuclei at the time
that recombination/progression mode can be modu-of the leptotene/zygotene transition, again implying that
lated by sporulation conditions: SK1 zip1 at 30C inSC formation is defective from its earliest stages. PCs
this same strain background exhibits a mixed phenotypeincrease in abundance thereafter until, finally, a PC is
in the low KAc sporulation medium used here, but apresent in the majority of nuclei, with or without chromo-
pure Mode L phenotype in high KAc sporulation mediumsomal staining (Figure 6C). (4) Interestingly, underlying
(Sym et al., 1993; Sym and Roeder, 1994; Storlazzi etchromosome morphology is also often abnormal in zmm
al., 1996; G.V.B., unpublished data), suggesting that atnuclei, as indicated by Zip1 staining in multiple foci not
intermediate temperature, sporulation conditions canconnected by lines (Figure 6A, “dark gray”), very stringy
tip the balance between the two modes.staining (Figure 6A; “wavy”), or highly contracted, wiggly
We also investigated Mode L/Mode H temperatureZip1 lines (Figure 6A, most “light blue” and “dark red”).
thresholds for all zmm mutants, over a wide range ofThe findings of delayed leptotene exit, concomitant
temperatures, by analyzing spore formation, which isappearance of aberrant and apparently normal zygotene
absent due to progression arrest in Mode H and presentmorphologies, and early appearance of PCs all point to
in Mode L and which can be conveniently assayed viaa specific defect in the timely onset of SC formation,
spore wall fluorescence in patches of sporulated cellsrather than simply a defect in installation of the structure
(Figure 7B). Interestingly, different zmm mutants exhibitper se (Discussion).
the transition from spore formation to no spore forma-
tion at different threshold temperatures (left panel). ThisIn zmm Mutants, Recombination and Progression
result implies that, at intermediate temperature, residualPhenotypes Vary Coordinately in Different Conditions
ZMM proteins are having significant effects, which areIn wild-type cells, the two meiotic divisions occur effi-
somewhat different in different single mutants. Also: (1)ciently and similarly at both 23C and 33C (Figure 2D,
A msh4 mutant exhibits the same temperature thresh-v; Figure 7A). In contrast, each of the five single zmm
old as a msh5 mutant, as expected from Msh4/Msh5mutants and several representative double mutants
collaboration (Introduction) and (2) dmc1, defective in(zip2zip1, zip3zip1, msh5zip1, zip2zip3) show
a meiotic RecA homolog, exhibits a phenotype similar tothe same progression defect; and this defect is qualita-
Mode H: a severe block to DSB turnover plus prophasetively different at the two temperatures. At 33C, 85%
arrest and/or  5% spore formation at all temperaturesof cells arrest before occurrence of division I (e.g., Figure
(Bishop et al., 1992; Figure 7B; G.V.B., unpublished7A, left) and do not form spores (Figure 7B, 33C). At
data).
23C, 90% of cells complete division I but only after
All experiments described above involve the SK1
a substantial delay of 3 to 7 hr (e.g., Figure 7A, left);
strain background. zmm mutants were initially charac-
most cells also continue through meiosis II and make
terized and/or have been studied extensively in the “BR”
spores (Figure 7B, left; data not shown). Thus, meiotic background (Sym et al., 1993; Chua and Roeder, 1998;
progression phenotype (arrest at high temperature and Agarwal and Roeder, 2000). In BR, as in SK1, recombina-
delayed but efficient progression at low temperature) tion and progression/spore formation phenotypes re-
mirrors meiotic recombination phenotype (a severe CR- main linked. (1) BR zip1 arrests at all temperatures
specific block at high temperature and slow but efficient (Figure 7B) and exhibits a severe reduction of CRs by
progression to CRs and NCRs at low temperature) (see physical assay at 30C (Sym et al., 1993) and at 34C
also Nakagawa and Ogawa, 1999). We refer to these (G.V.B., unpublished data), i.e., a Mode H phenotype.
two recombination/progression phenotypes as “Mode (2) BR zip3 forms spores at low temperature but not
H” and “Mode L,” respectively. at high temperature (Figure 7B) and, at intermediate
In a previous study, under the same conditions used temperature, exhibits a “mixed” phenotype for both (ge-
here but at the intermediate temperature of 30C, a zip1 netic) recombination and progression (Agarwal and
mutant exhibits what we can now see to be a mixture Roeder, 2000). (3) BR dmc1 arrests at high temperature
of Mode H and Mode L phenotypes with respect to both but, at lower temperatures, exhibits progression delay
recombination and cell cycle progression (Storlazzi et and, by genetic criteria, Mode L-like recombination (Fig-
al., 1996): intermediate levels of both CRs and NCRs ure 7B; Rockmill et al., 1995). Furthermore, comparison
are formed and half of cells undergo permanent cell of zip3, zip1, and dmc1 phenotypes in the BR and
cycle arrest (as at 33C) while the other half progresses SK1 strain backgrounds reveals that all three mutants
with a several hour delay (as at 23C). exhibit different absolute and relative temperature
These results suggest that the two recombination thresholds in the two cases (Figure 7B, colored bullets).
modes described here for 23C and 33C represent two Thus, the probability that a particular mutant will exhibit
discrete alternatives such that, at an intermediate tem- a Mode H or Mode L phenotype is also influenced by
perature, a mixture of the two situations is observed, strain background.
rather than a continuous transition. We infer that recom- Yeast zmm mutants have previously been examined
bination mode determines the progression phenotype only at 30C in diverse strain backgrounds and sporula-
tion conditions. In genetic studies, all mutants exhibited(Discussion). Since a given cell exhibits either arrest or
Cell
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Figure 6. Zip1 Loading in zmm Mutants
(A) Representative images of surface spread nuclei immunostained with anti-Zip1 antibody. Top and left, wild-type morphologies. Class I: S
phase/leptotene (3 to 20 foci); class II: zygotene (few to several lines or dots-in-lines of Zip1 staining); class III: pachytene (continuous lines
or dots-in-lines of Zip1 staining on most or all chromosomes). Right: aberrant morphologies frequently observed in zmm mutants. Class II*:
Zip1 localization to parts of the genome and/or a PC. One to three string-like objects (wavy lines); multiple (20) foci without clear underlying
structure (dark gray); class II-like but containing a polycomplex (light blue); polycomplex only without significant chromosomal staining (light
gray). Class III*: apparent staining of the entire chromosome complement; multiple lines, often very flexible looking, with or without polycomplex
(white arrowhead).
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combination and SC formation, role(s) of ZMM proteins,
and the nature of meiotic prophase checkpoint surveil-
lance. These findings lead to new models for crossover
control and the role of the SC. A positive role for higher
temperature in promoting early meiotic recombination-
related events is also revealed.
CR/NCR Differentiation Precedes Onset of Stable
Strand Exchange
At high temperature, zmm mutants exhibit normal levels
of DSBs and NCRs but strong coordinate defects in
SEIs, dHJs, and CRs. Thus, the CR/NCR decision is
made very early in the recombination process, prior to
SEI formation, and therefore prior to onset of stable
strand exchange. Decision making is likely imposed
upon already formed DSBs, with onset of stable strand
exchange as an immediate downstream outcome (Fig-
ure 8A; below). This timing has two important implica-
tions: first, regulation is imposed between two major
biochemical steps such that decision making can be
immediately implemented and locked in by ensuing
chemical changes. Second, the onset of stable strand
exchange is the critically regulated step.
The high temperature zmm phenotype further implies
that SEIs, as well as dHJs (Allers and Lichten, 2001),
Figure 7. Meiotic Cell Cycle Progression in zmm Mutants are CR-specific intermediates. Since SEIs and dHJs are
(A) %MIMII percentage of cells that have completed one or both the only discrete post-DSB recombination intermediates
meiotic divisions as determined by DAPI staining. Dashed line  identified to date, the molecular events leading from
interruption of time line.
DSBs to NCRs remain to be defined (Figure 8A). Current(B) UV fluorescence of cell patches arising after incubation on solid
evidence is consistent with the idea that NCRs arisesporulation medium for 4 days in SK1 or BR strains. Orange line
by a synthesis-dependent strand-annealing mechanismindicates 30C, the standard temperature for yeast studies. Colored
bullets mark zmm mutations analyzed in both strain backgrounds. (SDSA; Allers and Lichten, 2001). We favor the idea
that SDSA proceeds via strand exchange intermediates
that are evanescent and/or comprise only very shorthigh levels of recombination between markers within a
stretches of heteroduplex, thus rendering them unde-single gene, thus implying high total levels of recombina-
tectable by our methods. However, the possibility thattion initiation (i.e., DSBs) and a robust preference for
NCRs arise via very evanescent SEIs and dHJs cannotinterhomolog recombination over intersister recombina-
be excluded.tion. Genetic and physical studies also revealed reduc-
Ultimately, zmm mutants at high temperature formtions in CRs, but with striking differences in residual
15% of the wild-type level of CRs; these events arelevels and with differences in meiotic progression phe-
independent not only of ZMM proteins but also of SEIsnotypes. Each previously reported 30C mutant pheno-
and dHJs. We suggest that this class of CRs also occurstype can now be explained by the appropriate combina-
during wild-type yeast meiosis and may well be equiva-tion of the two discrete recombination/progression
lent to the Msh5-independent crossovers recently de-modes described at 23C and 33C above: severely de-
fined by de los Santos et al. (2003). Linkage analysiscreased CRs, normal NCRs, and cell cycle arrest (Mode
in yeast identifies 90 CRs per meiotic nucleus whileH) or modestly decreased CRs, elevated NCRs, and
cytological correlates, i.e., late nodules and ZMM immuno-delayed but efficient cell cycle progression (Mode L).
staining foci, both average 70 per nucleus (Byers andFor example, at 30C, the zip1 phenotype is Mode H
Goetsch, 1975; Rockmill et al., 2003). Approximately fif-in BR/high KAc, Mode L phenotype in SK1/high KAc,
teen percent of ZMM-independent CRs would explainand a mixture of Mode H and Mode L in SK1/low KAc
this discrepancy. Formation of NCRs is also indepen-medium. These complexities may explain why such di-
dent of ZMMs, SEIs, and dHJs. Thus, these extra CRsverse phenotypes have previously been observed in
could arise as a minority product along the NCR orzmm mutants.
“default” branch of the meiotic recombination pathway
(Figure 8A). Interhomolog recombination in mitotic yeastDiscussion
cells similarly yields mostly NCRs plus 10% CRs
(Paques and Haber, 1999). On the other hand, in mouse,Phenotypes of zmm mutants reveal several new features
of meiotic recombination, the relationship between re- mitotic interhomolog recombination yields only NCRs
(B) Percentages of nuclei in each Zip1-staining category over time in wild-type strains at 23C and 33C.
(C) Percentages of nuclei containing a PC over time in wild-type and zmm mutants at 23C and 33C.
(D) Percentages of nuclei in different morphological categories over time in wild-type and zmm mutants at 33C and 23C. For every time
point, 50 or more nuclei were photographed and scored. Categories defined and color-coded as in (A).
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Figure 8. Models for Meiotic Recombination,
Crossover Control, SC Formation, and the
Role of the SC
(A) A single bifurcating pathway of meiotic re-
combination.
(B) CR designation leads to SEI formation and
nucleation of SC in wild-type meiosis via
steps defined by zmm mutant phenotypes.
Final outcome is a coupled coordinate transi-
tion that takes CR-DSBs to SEIs and results in
nucleation of SC, dependent upon all ZMMs
working together in mechanistic linkage. At
33C in zmm mutants, all steps through pro-
gression barrier occur normally; in the ab-
sence of one or more ZMMs, progression be-
yond that point is blocked resulting in
coordinate defects at the DNA and SC levels.
At 23C in zmm mutants, progression barrier
is abrogated. CR-DSB recombination com-
plex progresses outside of the normal cou-
pled process resulting in efficient but aber-
rant progression of CR-DSBs (see text) and
absence of SC nucleation. By implication, the
progression barrier can be promoted by
higher temperature alone (in the absence of
ZMMs) but, at lower temperature, requires
all ZMMs. At intermediate temperatures, the
threshold for the switch from Mode L to Mode
H represents the probability that the progres-
sion barrier will form correctly. Since single
zmm mutants exhibit different temperature
thresholds, residual ZMMs present in those
mutants have different residual capacities to
collaborate with “residual temperature” to
promote this step.
(C) Composite model for events of leptotene/
zygotene. Images of Allium chromosomes
(Albini and Jones, 1987 and G.H. Jones, per-
sonal communication). At late leptotene, pre-
synaptically coaligned homolog axes are
linked at a distance of 400 nm by interaxis
bridges decorated by RecA homologs (e.g.,
Tarsounas et al., 1999). Bridges then disap-
pear. At some such sites, preferentially those
designated to mature into CRs (Introduction),
patches of SC containing CR-correlated nod-
ules appear. DNA events are indicated by
analogy with yeast (Figure 1E; text).
(D) Mechanical model for crossover control
at the bridge stage and ensuing SC formation
(see text).
(E) Left: diagrammatic representation of SC
twisting. Right: twisted segment of rat pachy-
tene SC showing reciprocal exchange of
chromatid axes (Moens, 1978).
(Johnson and Jasin, 2000). Thus, the NCR branch of the normal levels of NCRs. Thus, by implication, crossover
control decision making, including interference, has oc-meiotic recombination pathway could be derived from
mitotic interhomolog recombination, whose nature then curred in zmm mutants at high temperature. zip1 is
devoid of SC, and all other zmm mutants exhibit delayeddetermines whether the meiotic process does exhibit
“extra” CRs (as in yeast and perhaps Arabidopsis) or onset of and/or defects in SC formation. Taken together,
these considerations suggest that crossover control,not (as in C. elegans and perhaps in mouse) (Edelmann
et al., 1999; Kelly et al., 2000; Copenhaver et al., 2002). including interference, is entirely independent of the SC.
Current cytological data now lead to the same conclu-
sion. In wild-type meiosis, immunostaining foci of ZMMInterference Does Not Require SC Formation
but SC Formation May Require Interference proteins appear at zygotene/early pachytene, are corre-
lated with crossovers, and show an “interference distri-In wild-type meiosis, the distribution of DSBs between
CRs and NCRs presumably reflects the combined ef- bution” along pachytene chromosomes, suggesting that
they mark the sites of future CRs (Henderson andfects of CR designation and interference (further discus-
sion below). At high temperature, zmm mutants form Keeney, 2004; Fung et al., 2004). Further, Zip2 foci are
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also distributed with an interference pattern along the importantly, SC nucleates at a subset of bridge sites
and SC nucleation occurs preferentially (or exclusively)coaligned axes of a zip1 mutant (under conditions
where spore formation is reduced from 71% [in wild- at the sites of future CRs (Figure 8C). Together these
findings strongly suggest that crossover control andtype] to 18% in zip1 [T. Tsubouchi and G.S. Roeder,
personal communication], i.e., under mixed “Mode H/ interference are imposed at the bridge stage. Further,
at CR-designated bridges, progression to the SEI andMode L” conditions), and along the coaligned axes of
a msh4 mutant (under “Mode L” conditions). These nucleation of SC formation would be locally coordinated
processes, ultimately yielding an SEI-containing recom-findings indicate that crossover control, including inter-
ference, can occur in the absence of SC, similarly, under bination complex surrounded by a patch of SC.
CR designation also sets up interference. Since thisboth conditions (Fung et al., 2004).
CR interference has previously been studied geneti- effect can operate over very long distances (a chromo-
some arm), it is attractive to think that the interferencecally in zmm mutants. Such analyses were always done
under Mode L conditions because this is the only condi- signal is transmitted along the homolog axes. We there-
fore further propose that bridges encountered by thetion under which tetrads are formed. In mer3 , msh4,
and zip1, and msh5, the CRs formed do not exhibit spreading interference signal are designated to become
NCRs. NCR designation would include disassembly ofdetectable interference (Nakagawa and Ogawa, 1999;
Novak et al., 2001; Sym and Roeder, 1994; N.H., unpub- the bridge ensemble and would enable the SC to poly-
merize through such sites. Bridge-associated recombi-lished data). How can this finding be reconciled with
findings from DNA and cytological studies (above)? We nation complexes might already be in a pre-NCR config-
uration such that those complexes not designated assuggest that CR interference is, in fact, occurring under
Mode L conditions, but is experimentally obscured. This CRs would proceed to the NCR fate as the default mode.
Extension of nucleated SC would also occur in the wakewould be because only a few CR-designated DSBs (CR-
DSBs) actually mature as CRs (the rest becoming NCRs; of the spreading interference signal.
The overall effect of these transitions would be tobelow) and interference between these few remaining
events will be strongly diluted by the preponderance convert bridge-associated DSB ensembles into CR-des-
ignated SEI ensembles embedded in and surroundedof noninterfering, ZMM-independent CRs to the point
where it is no longer detectable. by continuous SC, a configuration suitable for the next
transition along the chiasma pathway, conversion ofCR interference and SC formation occur with similar
spatial patterns. Specifically, CR designation sets up SEIs to dHJs (Introduction; below).
(“nucleates”) a signal, which then spreads along the
homologs in both directions to mediate CR interference. A ZMM-Mediated Transition
Analogously, SC formation nucleates preferentially at at CR-Designated Sites
CR-designated sites and spreads in both directions. The zmm high temperature phenotype shows that all
This relationship contributed to the idea that SC poly- zmm mutants are defective in progression of CR-DSBs
merization might mediate CR interference (Introduction), to SEIs and in SC formation, which appear to be spatially
which appears not to be the case (above). Not only does and temporally coordinate processes. Thus, a simple
SC polymerization not mediate interference, but in fact, model would be that all five ZMM proteins (plus Msh4,
the opposite relationship could pertain, i.e., nucleation the partner of Msh5) act together to directly mediate
and spreading of the CR interference signal directly pro- and coordinate the transition of CR-designated DSBs
motes nucleation and spreading of SC through the cor- to SEIs plus concomitant nucleation of SC formation,
responding regions. In support of this idea, the interfer- i.e., the conversion of CR-designated bridge ensembles
ence signal only spreads for a limited distance to either to SEI-recombinosome/SC ensembles (above). This
side of its nucleation site, and the same is true of SC conclusion is supported by the fact that all zmm mu-
formation (for discussion, see Tesse´ et al., 2003). tants, singles and analyzed doubles, exhibit the same
specific defect in final CR levels, which in turn appears
to reflect a defect at the DSB to SEI transition. TheA Leptotene/Zygotene Crossover
Control Transition individual molecular activities and roles for the various
ZMMs during this complex series of multiple, mechanis-When do CR designation and accompanying interfer-
ence occur and how are these events coordinated with tically interdependent processes remain to be deter-
mined (below).SC formation? CR designation is signaled by the onset
of SEI formation (above). SEI formation is contempora- The low temperature zmm phenotype provides addi-
tional information. Under this condition, zmm mutantsneous with the onset of SC formation, i.e., leptotene/
zygotene (Hunter and Kleckner, 2001). Immediately prior exhibit a modest reduction in CR levels and an increase
in NCR levels. One explanation for this phenotype is thatto SC formation, homolog axes are coaligned and linked
at a distance of400 nm, via axial associations or “brid- CR designation occurs and that CR-DSBs are initially
unable to progress, just as at high temperature; theyges” (Figure 8C). These connectors are numerous, ap-
parently representing all recombinational interactions, are then finally able to proceed, but with a tendency to
lose their fate specification such that a subset matureand contain the RecA recombinases, Dmc1 and Rad51
(reviewed in Hunter and Kleckner, 2001). These features, inappropriately into NCRs. This interpretation is sup-
ported by the fact that both CRs and a subset of NCRsplus the fact that bridges are DSB-mediated interhomo-
log connectors, imply that they contain a DSB engaged arise much later than normal in zmm mutants under
this condition and by evidence for a subset of late-in a nascent interaction with a homologous partner DNA
(Tesse´ et al., 2003; Hunter and Kleckner, 2001). Most progressing DSBs in some mutants. It can also explain
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the absence of detectable CR interference in this condi- block SC formation (Edelmann et al., 1999). In Drosoph-
tion (above). ila, mutation of the Zip1 analog c(3)G also causes post-
Interestingly, SEIs and dHJs appear to occur abun- DSB defects (Webber et al., 2004).
dantly in zmm mutants at low temperature. This finding
further suggests that ZMM proteins may not be “core A Mechanical Model for Crossover Interference
biochemical components.” For example, they might be A general model has been described in which mechani-
part of an auxilliary meiosis-specific machinery that me- cal forces arise within chromosomes via programmed
diates coupling between core biochemical components expansion of chromatin against constraining features;
and underlying chromosome structures. Information could these forces can do chromosomal work (Kleckner et al.,
then flow from the recombination ensemble to the struc- 2004). Mechanical models can readily explain crossover
tures, e.g., to ensure nucleated SC formation, or, at the interference because redistribution of mechanical stress
next stage, from the SC to the recombination ensemble. or stress relief through a physical system comprises a
Exactly how the biochemical activities such as Mer3 “communication system” such that occurrence of an
and Msh4/5 would contribute to such coupling is a par- event at one position can affect the probability of occur-
ticularly interesting question. Zip1 would provide a mo- rence of subsequent events at other nearby positions
lecular link between the progressing recombination en- (N.K., unpublished data).
sembles and SC formation. Given that crossover control is imposed at the bridge
Why does recombination occur differently at higher stage, with the interference signal traveling along the
and lower temperatures in zmm mutants? As one way homolog axes (above), we can suggest a specific me-
to think about this problem we propose that, during chanical model for this process (Figure 8D). Chromatin
wild-type meiosis, a barrier is installed whose role is expansion could result in the development of compres-
to impede biochemical progression of CR-designated sion stress (pushing force) along the chromosome axes
DSBs until recombinational and structural components (N.K., unpublished data). Eventually, such stress causes
are appropriately linked to one another via ZMMs; the an axis to buckle. Buckling will tend to occur at the
resulting ensemble would then mediate an appropriately sites of bridges because these represent flaws along
coupled transition (Figure 8B). At high temperature in the axes. Since stress arises independently along the
zmm mutants, the barrier would be intact and the ensu- two homolog axes, buckling will occur first at one end of
ing coordinate transition would not occur due to ab- a particular bridge. This change would place the overlaid
sence of ZMMs. At low temperature in zmm mutants, recombination complex in a configuration that commits
the barrier would eventually be abrogated such that it to becoming a CR and would also promote bridge
CR-DSBs can finally progress, but only after a substan- disassembly, thus releasing the associated recombina-
tial delay and with a tendency to lose fate specification. tion complex for further progression. An intrinsic effect
SC formation would be defective in both cases due to of stress-promoted buckling will be local relief of axial
absence of progression at high temperature and due to compression stress at the affected site. That local stress
failure of coupling at low temperature. The sequence of relief (relaxation) will then spread outwards in both direc-
events at sites of CR-designated DSBs and their de- tions, thereby disfavoring subsequent buckling, and
pendencies on higher temperature and/or ZMM proteins thus CR designation events, at adjacent bridges. This
would thus be as follows (Figure 8B): CR-specific core effect would explain interference. Spreading axis relax-
recombination complexes develop independently of ation could also promote passive elimination of encoun-
ZMM proteins; the progression barrier then develops, tered bridges, thus permitting the associated recombi-
promoted either by higher temperature alone and/or
nation complexes to progress, but only toward the NCR
lower temperature plus ZMM proteins; finally, ZMM pro-
fate. Moreover, buckling and relaxation could directly
teins collectively promote the coordinated local SEI-
and/or indirectly promote nucleation and spreading ofplus-SC nucleation transition. The exact nature of the
SC, providing a physical basis for the linkage betweenproposed barrier remains to be determined, but it could
CR designation and SC nucleation.involve ATR-mediated, chromosome-based signal trans-
The phenomenon of axis buckling is suggested byduction (Cha and Kleckner, 2002).
cytological images showing that disappearance of brid-Interestingly, also, non-Zip1 ZMM proteins appear at
ges is accompanied by a configuration involving bentzygotene/early pachytene and are still present on fully
axes (Figure 8C). Also, in zip1 and zip2 mutants,synapsed pachytene chromosomes, in contact with un-
where SC is absent, homolog axes bulge out from dis-derlying Zip1 within the SC. Thus, it is further possible
crete “association sites” (e.g., Sym et al., 1993). Thesethat the DSB-to-SEI transition is promoted by cytologi-
associations appear to correspond to sites of (future)cally undetectable numbers of ZMM protein molecules
CRs and, by the current analysis, the sites of CR-desig-and that prominent foci arise as a consequence of the
nated DSBs that are failing to progress. This morphologyZMM-promoted DSB-to-SEI transition, rather than being
could be a manifestation of CR-correlated axis buckling,the mediators of that transition. If so, the new, cytologi-
which, in the absence of a normal ZMM complex, failscally prominent ZMM ensemble may then mediate the
to develop and nucleate SC.next transition, from SEIs to dHJs (see below).
ZMM proteins may act analogously in other organ-
The Role of the SCisms. In C. elegans and mouse, msh4/5 mutants and/or
The SC does not mediate interference (above). The thirdmutants analogous to zip1, Rad51 foci occur and per-
transition along the crossover pathway, from SEIs tosist, implying formation and aberrant progression of
dHJs, occurs around mid-pachytene in the context ofDSBs (Edelmann et al., 1999; Colaiacovo et al., 2003).
Moreover, as in yeast, mouse msh4/5 mutations also full SCs. Perhaps the SC promotes this transition. A
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mechanical model involving stress along the chromo- mutations have been identified and the corresponding
proteins have been suggested to be components ofsome axes, constrained by the SC, can also explain this
transition. Mechanical forces generated by chromatin checkpoint surveillance mechanisms (Roeder and
Bailis, 2000). The current study raises the possibilityloop expansion would also tend to cause the SC to twist
along its length (N.K., unpublished data). Indeed, twisted that at least some of these mutations may be exerting
their effects by affecting the recombination processSCs are seen routinely (e.g., Figures 1D and 8E). Effects
of SC twisting will tend to be focused specifically at itself rather than its surveillance, e.g., by converting
recombination from “Mode H” to “Mode L.” Primesites of SC-associated recombination complexes, which
again comprise “weak points” along the structure. SC- candidates for such mutations could include those
affecting Dot1/Pch1, Pch2, and Sir2, all of which areassociated recombination complexes could then target
and transduce axis stresses into local changes. Interest- chromosomally located and/or affect “chromatin
structure” (Roeder and Bailis, 2000; San-Segundo andingly, SC twisting is precisely the motion required to
bring the axes of the two chromatids involved in recom- Roeder, 2000).
• Recombination defects observed in zmm mutants arebination into close proximity, thereby promoting their
exchange, and ultrastructural evidence is consistent not themselves the consequence of a checkpoint de-
fect. Rather, they are a primary consequence of thewith the idea that axes are exchanged within pachytene
SCs (Figure 8E; Moens, 1978). Thus, SC twisting could absence of locally acting proteins that mediate re-
combination-related changes.coordinately govern local changes at both the DNA level
(the SEI to dHJ transition) and between chromatid axes
(axis exchange). This type of model, in which chromo-
somal components constrain and transduce mechanical Temperature Is a Positive Effector of Early Stages
of Meiotic Recombinationforces, also suggests a rationale for the fact that meiotic
prophase involves such prominent structures, not only In wild-type meiosis, both DSBs and SEIs (and thus the
leptotene/zygotene transition) occur earlier at 33C thanalong the axes but locally at sites of recombination.
at 23C, but thereafter, recombination proceeds similarly
at both temperatures. In zmm mutants, higher tempera-Checkpoint Surveillance Monitors Local Events
ture plays a positive role in promoting a key aspect ofRelated to Formation of CRs
the leptotene/zygotene transition (above). Other mutantAt high temperature in zmm mutants, both recombina-
studies suggest that higher temperature may also playtion and prophase progression are blocked. Arrest oc-
a positive role during DSB formation (Kee and Keeney,curs at the end of prophase, prior to SPB separation
2002). Thus, in yeast, higher temperature promotes bothand spindle formation (e.g., Sym et al., 1993). Arrest
earlier and more robust occurrence of the first two stepsprior to meiosis I may be particularly important for yeast
of meiotic recombination.because it permits cells to be rescued by return to the
Differences between meiosis at higher and lower tem-mitotic program, e.g., if nutrient conditions permit. In
perature in yeast appear to be mimicked by those be-contrast, at low temperature in zmm mutants, both re-
tween male and female mouse. In wild-type mouse mei-combination and prophase progress efficiently, albeit
osis, much shorter stretches of Scp3-stained axes arewith a long delay. Importantly, SC formation is absent (in
formed prior to onset of SC formation in male as com-zip1) or defective at both temperatures. These patterns
pared to female (F. Baudat and B. deMassy, personalimply that the prophase arrest seen at high temperature
communication), suggesting that onset of the leptotene/occurs in response to a block in CR-specific recombina-
zygotene transition is earlier in males. In zmm-analo-tion, not a defect in SC formation, thus implying the
gous mutants, meiosis arrests in male while, in female,existence of a late leptotene recombination checkpoint.
it “soldiers on” to later stages (Hunt and Hassold, 2002).It remains to be determined whether this checkpoint
Meiosis also occurs at different temperatures in the twowould also detect a block to NCR events. The nature of
sexes of mouse, at lower temperature in male, wherethe delay observed at low temperature in zmm mutants
meiosis occurs in the body periphery, than in female,is also unclear. It might reflect an intraprophase surveil-
where it occurs internally (Sod-Moriah et al., 1974). Thislance system that senses defective recombination and
is the opposite of the relationship predicted, suggestingensures that other cellular processes remain appropri-
that the phenomena observed in yeast are not simpleately coordinated (Lydall et al., 1996).
“nonspecific” effects of temperature.Further considerations are raised by our results:
Variations in temperature often affect chromosomal
processes. Among several possible explanations, an in-• The same mutation can confer either prophase arrest
triguing possibility is that temperature exerts its effectsor delayed prophase progression according to the
directly by changing the state of the DNA, and thusparticular conditions of meiosis, not only in yeast
the chromatin. For example, if chromosomal events are(above), but also in other organisms, e.g., male versus
driven by mechanical forces generated by chromatinfemale mouse (Hunt and Hassold, 2002). Such differ-
expansion against constraining features (Kleckner et al.,ences have previously been attributed to variations
2004), higher temperature could promote earlier and/in the nature of checkpoint surveillance. The current
or more robust occurrence of chromosomal events bystudy shows, at least for zmm mutants, that it is the
increasing the extent of expansion, and thus the re-underlying chromosomal processes which differ from
sulting forces. During yeast meiosis, increased stressone condition to another and which trigger different
forces could explain earlier and more robust occurrencebut appropriate regulatory responses.
• Mutations that alleviate the arrest conferred by zmm of leptotene events as described above.
Cell
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